Facilities Management, along with help from the Building Facilities Managers partners, have worked together to revise the way we provide estimates. Going forward estimates will be “fixed price proposals”. That means you the customer will pay the price that was quoted whether the job goes over or comes in under the proposed price.

What does this mean?

- **The customer pays the estimate cost provided**
  - 50% at start of project
  - 50% at completion of the project

- **Facilities Management covers cost overruns if the job takes more time than was proposed** (expect for the conditions mentioned below)

- **Cost overruns do not include:**
  - EH&S fees for bulk testing and removal of hazardous materials
  - OIT services
  - Large unforeseen conditions such as utilities in the wall, or a beam running through a wall (not shown on plans)
  - Customer requested additional services (scope change)
  - After hours work (overtime), due to customer request

- Please allow approx. 2-3 weeks from the date of the job walk for the proposal to be completed.

*Also new:*

We are pleased to announce the offer of Ballpark Estimates. These estimates greatly benefit customers in need of a quick, non-binding, approximate budgetary number. This new process will help reduce the time it takes to produce proposals, allowing a quicker estimate/proposal time for all!

**Examples of when Ballpark Estimates can be helpful**

- Budgeting projects for the next year
- Pricing wish list items where you just need an idea of cost
- When you already have a set budget, and want to see if it’s in the range

Ballpark Estimates will be typically be sent by email approx. 3 days after the job walk is completed.
In an effort to continually improve our Customer Service, we have prepared this guide to answer questions that may arise during the Trades estimating process. Below you will find frequently asked questions as well as tips for making the estimating process go more smoothly.

Questions & Answers:

Q: Do you charge for proposals/estimates?
A: Estimate requests for jobs over $1,000 are free. Please see Listing of Common Jobs Usually Completed Under $1,000. However, there is the rare case when extensive investigative work is needed to prepare a proposal. In these instances there may be a charge to prepare the proposal. You will be informed of the charge before any work is performed. We will not proceed without your authorization.

Q: After I submit my proposal request how long will it be until I hear from someone.
A: You will be hearing from an Estimator/Trades Construction Coordinator within 72 hours from the time your request is received by Facilities Management, to schedule a project walk. The same protocol would apply after an approved proposal is returned to the Trades Coordinator.

Q: What kind of information can you, the customer, provide to us either prior to or at the job walk?
A: It is important for us to receive complete project requirements prior to the initial job walk. Please complete the proposal questionnaire form sent to you and return to us before the scheduled walk. The walk may be rescheduled if we don’t have the completed form. If at all possible we would like for the person who will be occupying the space to be present on our walk.

Q: How long after we meet will it take to get the proposal?
A: We are usually able to provide a proposal in 2-3 weeks from the scheduled project walk. If for some reason it will take longer, e.g. for investigative work, you will be notified. “Ballpark estimates” generally will be provided 3 days after the project walk.

Q: Once I fund the job when will it begin?
A: If the job is a single trade you will be contacted by the Trade Supervisor and they will schedule the job with you. If it is a multi-trade job you will be contacted by the Trades Coordinator, who will schedule the job as soon as possible. Please be aware that some parts (locks, doors) have a long lead time.

Q: What is the total cost I will pay for my project?
A: Fixed price proposals mean you the customer will pay the price that was quoted, unless a change order was utilized.

Please Note: You pay the proposal cost provided:
- 50% - The start of project
- 50% - The completion of project

Q: When are change orders utilized?
- Asbestos/lead; EH&S
- Large, unforeseen conditions, such as utilities in the wall, or a beam running
through a wall (not shown on plans)

- Customer requested changes (scope change)
- OIT Services
- Afterhours work (overtime), due to customer request

**Q:** How do you arrive at the pricing?

**A:** Proposed labor hours are provided using “industry standard” hours. Each trade has an hourly recharge rate. Here are a few examples of why our shops proposals may be considered high.

**HVAC & SHEET METAL**

- In the HVAC proposals a little change in one part of a space can affect the safety of directional air flow for an entire area. This work can include: required engineering and design, new HVAC equipment to accommodate design, air balancing, etc.
- New minimum efficiency requirements coupled with increased raw material costs have driven up equipment prices considerably in the last couple of years.
- Some requests require extensive design to ensure the systems are sized correctly to handle projected use.

**CARPENTRY**

- Carpenter proposals must adhere to Campus standards. You might see cheaper prices at Home Depot and wonder why our prices don’t compare. For example: We buy fire rated solid core industrial doors that cost more in order to meet the Fire Life Safety Codes.

**EXTERIOR CONSTRUCTION**

- Exterior Construction may run into access issues. We might have to dig everything by hand with jackhammers, shovels and wheel barrows vs. backhoe or Bobcat with concrete breaker attachments.
- Child care and Housing have time restrictions of not being able to start work before 9:00 am. Child care nap times must be worked around.
- A small concrete slab replacement might look inexpensive to replace, but from prior work experience in the area there may have been a tree removed. There could be extensive tree roots that have to be removed now.

**LOCK SHOP**

- Lock Shop must use Grade 1 locks (not Grade 3 door locks that are sold at Home Depot) to meet Fire and ADA codes. The initial cost is more, but these locks last for 30 years compared to Grade 3 lock which last approximately 5 years.
ELECTRICAL SHOP

- Converting a regular electrical outlet to an emergency outlet is not simply replacing an electrical outlet. Regular power comes from a separate panel than emergency power. The two systems are separate and their conductors cannot share the same conduit. Emergency power is in high demand and in some buildings is no longer readily available. This might require an audit of all circuits from an emergency panel to see if the use of some circuits can be changed, freeing up a circuit for use elsewhere. Tracing and auditing existing wiring is very time consuming.

PLUMBING

- The cost of copper is constantly rising. A job that was done last week could be higher this week due to the rising price of copper.
- Adding a gas, vacuum, or air line into your space might require locating an existing line multiple rooms away creating more labor and materials.
"Why Does it Cost So Much to Do Renovation Work on Campus?"
UCI Facilities Management – May 2011

The perception that the cost of a “simple” renovation project on the UCI campus is exorbitant, inflated, or just plain ridiculously expensive is not uncommon. If it is any consolation to you, many of your colleagues on other campuses share your frustration. Our goal is to accomplish your project as a partner and leave you feeling pleased and satisfied. FM takes pride in what we do.

The explanation is multi-faceted. It starts with the “Home Depot” syndrome. For all of us part-time do-it-yourselfers who have spent hours combing the aisles of Home Depot or Lowes, we can bring images of the sticker prices into mind at will. Adding that to a few hours of labor (certainly professionals can do that job in half the time it took us) sets an expectation of a cost that is logarithmically lower than what we are presented with here on campus. The result leaves us anywhere from mildly annoyed to infuriated.

As a university facility, we are subject to a special set of opportunities and constraints that impact the way in which we implement projects. These include:

- Identifying compliance with applicable building codes, fire/life safety regulations, accessibility requirements, campus building and design standards, and University of California policies
- Assessing existing building conditions and utilities
- Adhering to all Environmental Health and Safety requirements
- Vendor compliance with high cost insurance requirements
- Maintaining and contributing to the aesthetic integrity of the campus
- Designing for cost effective maintenance
- Coordinating with campus committees including Design Review Team and Campus Physical and Environmental Committee
- Integrating exemplary energy efficiency
- Leveraging project opportunities, challenges and constraints

In addition, significant financial impact surrounds the obligation to union wages as well as a requirement for certified payroll on contracted jobs. You can also read more about our obligations in the area of contracts and competitive bidding on our website.

Facilities Management is provided a budget to support the routine maintenance and operation of state-supported buildings and grounds on the UCI campus. We are required to recharge for all other services provided to the campus. Additional detail is available in our (insert link to) FM Maintenance Funding Guide. We specify what services are incorporated as routine maintenance based on the budgeted funds, and reevaluate this on an annual basis. It is our goal to work with the campus community to set priorities and service levels to best leverage our available resources to meet the campus needs.

---

1 Your House on Campus, an article written by Donald J. Guckert and Jeri Ripley King, published in the Facilities Manager, May/June 2003: http://www.cf.missouri.edu/pdc/yhoc.html
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"You've got to be kidding! I could build a nice house for that amount!"

How many times have we heard that the cost of a "simple" renovation would buy a high-end home in a nice neighborhood? Customers typically react with sticker shock over the cost of a campus renovation when they receive the initial project estimate. This is the point at which worlds collide; where the institutional construction world of the project manager meets the customer's residential construction frame of reference.

Trying to justify the costs of institutional construction within a residential frame of reference is not easy. These two types of construction are a world apart. However, just for the fun of it, we wondered, what would it take to renovate your house into a campus facility? Suppose you request that we renovate the living room into a classroom, the kitchen into a lab, and the bedroom into an office. In addition, you request that this facility is located on campus. Let's take a walk through your house (figure 1) to see what we will need to do.

To begin with, we'll need to make the facility safe and accessible. We'll add an elevator to the second floor, and an exit stair tower connecting all floors to the outside. To make this building look like it belongs...
on our campus, we'll arrange for matching towers and give the building an identifiable look. Unfortunately, this will add considerable cost and space to the building while not adding any space for program needs. After we widen the interior hallways and stairways for increased traffic and install a utility chase from the basement to the attic, we will actually reduce the amount of assignable space.

As a university facility, the house will fall under a different classification as far as building codes are concerned. This means we'll need to replace the $15 battery-operated smoke detectors with a $15,000 fire protection system. This system, which includes a fire alarm panel, wired sensors, and sprinkler system, meets all of the requirements of the local fire marshal. To inhibit the spread of flames and smoke from one room to another, we will have to reconstruct the walls that separate the rooms from the hallway and make them "fire-rated walls." This is not cheap! The solid doors mounted to the metal doorframes that we'll use to replace the house's hollow doors and wooden frames are also not cheap.

We know the budget for this renovation is limited. Before the money runs out, we need to look at the mechanical systems. By code, our lab, classroom, office, and restroom require outside ventilation that your house doesn't have. The small air-conditioning unit and gas furnace will have to go. With the big increase in airflow, it wouldn't keep up after the first five minutes. We'll connect to chilled water and steam from our central plant. Our campus building will need redundant, dependable, code-compliant, and cost-effective mechanical systems.

Finally, we move to the kitchen. To convert it to a lab, we'll take out the $600 kitchen stove and hood and replace it with a $25,000 variable flow fume hood. Let's hope we won't need a strobic air fan for that hood; you don't even want to think about that cost. Those kitchen cabinets will come out to allow for the built-in lab casework. The refrigerator will have to go, too. In its place will be a $10,000 environmental chamber. We'll open up the walls when we install the lab gases, electrical conduits, and corrosion-resistant plumbing. While we are in the walls, let's replace the wooden studs with metal studs. Then, to complete this "kitchen remodeling," we'll replace the linoleum with an $8,000 epoxy floor, and the Formica counters with epoxy resin.

We're going to need to remove the ceiling above the kitchen to increase the structural support necessary to handle the small library in the office above. The anticipated weight of books will stress the existing floor joists. While the ceiling is open, we'll install the circulating hot water system, designed to serve the lab and restroom, and we'll upsize the mechanical ductwork to meet the new airflow requirements. Speaking of airflow, that "whooshing" sound will be distracting in the classroom next door, so we will need to put in sound attenuation devices.

To meet institutional standards, the wooden windows will need to be replaced with metal, commercial-grade windows that have energy-efficient glazing. Similarly, the roof shingles will need to be replaced with slate, due to concerns about life-cycle maintenance and architectural consistency. While we're on the roof, let's screen the unsightly mechanical systems. Oh yeah, we can't forget to do something about the pigeons.

Let's look at the outside again, just for a minute. Only the front facade was bricked when your house was originally constructed, so we'll need to install bricks on three sides. After all, our university is trying to project a certain image, and your house is now on campus.

At this point, we have more scope than budget. Money is running out, and there are ll)Ore things we need to do to bring your house into compliance with our institutional standards.

What happened here? In trying to meet the more stringent codes, efforts to reduce future operating costs, aesthetic requirements, and programmatic needs, we exceeded the funds available for this renovation. For the money this renovation will cost, you really could build a nice house. But not on our campus!
Construction Standards and Costs

UC Irvine new construction pursues performance goals and applies quality standards that affect the costs of capital projects. Periodic re-examination of these goals and standards is warranted.

Construction costs are not “high” or “low” in the abstract, but rather in relation to specific quality standards and the design solutions, means, and methods used to attain these standards. Thus, evaluating whether construction costs are appropriate involves:

• first, determining whether quality standards are excessive, insufficient, or appropriate;
• second, determining whether resultant project costs are reasonable compared to projects with essentially the same quality parameters.

“Quality” encompasses the durability of building systems and finishes; the robustness and life-cycle performance of building systems; the aesthetics of materials, their composition, and their detailing; and the resource-sustainability and efficiency of the building as an overall system.

Overall Goals and Quality Standards

UC Irvine, in order to support distinguished research and academic programs, builds facilities of high quality. As such, UC Irvine’s facilities aim to convey the “look and feel,” as well as embody the inherent construction quality, of the best facilities of other UC campuses, leading public universities, and other research institutions with whom we compete for faculty, students, sponsored research, and general reputation.

Since 1992, new buildings have been designed to achieve these five broad goals:

1. New buildings must “create a place,” rather than constitute stand-alone structures, forming social, aesthetic, contextually-sensitive relationships with neighboring buildings and the larger campus.
2. New buildings reinforce a consistent design framework of classical contextual architecture, applied in ways that convey a feeling of permanence and quality and interpreted in ways that meet the contemporary and changing needs of a modern research university.
3. New buildings employ materials, systems, and design features that will avoid the expense of major maintenance (defined as >1 percent of value) for twenty years.
4. New buildings apply “sustainability” principles -- notably, outperforming Title 24 (California’s energy code) by at least 20 percent.

5. Capital construction projects are designed and delivered within the approved project budget, scope, and schedule.

UC Irvine’s goals for sustainable materials and energy performance were adopted partly for environmental reasons, and partly to reverse substantial operating budget deficits. The latter problems included a multi-million dollar utilities deficit that was growing rapidly in the early ‘90s, and millions of dollars of unfunded major maintenance that was emerging prematurely in buildings only 10-20 years old. Without the quality and performance standards adopted in 1992, utilities deficits and unfunded major maintenance costs would have exceeded $20 million during the past decade, and these costs would still be rising out-of-control.

UC Irvine’s materials standards, building systems standards, sustainability and energy-efficiency criteria, and site improvements all add cost increments that can only be afforded through aggressive cost management. Institutions that cannot manage capital costs tend to build projects that consume excessive energy, that cost a lot to maintain, that suffer premature major maintenance costs, and that require high costs to modify. Such problems tend to compound and spiral downward into increasingly costly consequences. Every administrator with facilities experience understands this dynamic. Without effective construction cost management, quality would suffer and UC Irvine would experience all of these problems.

The balance of this document outlines in greater detail the building performance criteria and quality standards generally stated above, organized according to building systems component classes. Each section discusses key cost-drivers, cost-control strategies, and important cost trade-offs. Design practices cited are consistently applied (although some fall short of hard and fast “rules”).

**Building Organization and Massing**

Construction cost management starts with the fundamentals of building organization and massing. UC Irvine’s new structures’ floorplates tend to have length-to-width ratios <1.5, to avoid triggering disproportionate costs of external cladding, circulation, and horizontal mechanical distribution. Our new buildings tend to be at least three floors high -- taller if floorplate areas do not dip below a cost-effective threshold, and generally taller in the case of non-laboratory buildings (but not so tall that a high-rise cost penalty is incurred). Other design ratios are observed, such as exterior cladding area/floor area <0.5, and roof+foundation area/floor area <0.4.

Architectural articulation is generally achieved through textured or enriched materials, integral material detailing (such as concrete reveal patterning), and applied detailing (e.g.,
window frames and sills), particularly at the building base. Large-scale articulation is concentrated at the roofline (e.g., shaped roof forms) and at the pedestrian level (e.g., arcades), where it will “create the biggest bang for the buck,” rather than through modulating the building form, itself. This is more than a subtle design philosophy, as the cost impact is substantial.

Lab buildings completed in the past decade separate laboratory and non-laboratory functions into distinct, adjoined structures (although such a building may look like one structure). Consolidated non-laboratory functions include faculty, departmental, staff, post-doc, and graduate student offices; restrooms; circulation (elevators, lobbies, primary stairways); classrooms, seminar rooms, conference rooms, and social areas designed to foster interaction and to provide a safe area for eating and drinking; dry labs and dry lab-support functions; and general administrative support.

Consolidating these functions into a separate structure provides considerable cost savings: lower-cost HVAC (heating/ventilation/air-conditioning) system, wider column-spacing, lower floor stiffness (less stringent vibration criterion), lower floor-loading, fewer fire-control features and other code requirements, steel-framed or steel/concrete hybrid structural system with concrete flat-slab flooring system, smaller footings, and (typically) curtainwall fenestration. This approach usually enables offices to have operable windows.

This two-building approach can be seen clearly at Gillespie Neurosciences Building, the Sprague Building, Hewitt Hall, and the UCI Medical Center Health Sciences Laboratory, where consolidating and separating non-laboratory functions saved 7-10 percent in overall construction costs and 15 percent/year in energy expense. (The non-laboratory building incurs a small fraction of the energy expense of the laboratory block.)

A set of design strategies, applied in combination, has proven effective in controlling the cost of laboratories:

- Utilizing a consistent lab module
- Utilizing a reasonable vibration criterion and locating ultra-sensitive conditions at-grade or employing benchtop vibration isolation
- Using 22 ft. X 22 ft. column-spacing
- Concentrating fume hoods and utility risers into a central “wet zone,” thus limiting horizontal mechanical distribution
- Concentrating laboratory support areas into the central core of a laboratory structure, where utilities are available but daylight is not needed, thus enabling lab structures to be 110-132 feet wide
- Utilizing dual-usage circulation/equipment cross-corridors through this central lab support zone, with sufficient width (typically 11 feet) to line the corridors
with shared equipment while providing cross-circulation through the lab support zone

• Utilizing open laboratory layout with one or more “ghost” corridors for intra-lab circulation
• And, most importantly, concentrating non-laboratory functions into an adjoining, lower-cost structure (as discussed in detail above).

To further control laboratory construction costs, non-standard fume hood sizes are minimized, “generic” lab casework is specified, laboratory-grade movable tables substitute for fixed casework in some lab bays, building DI systems provide intermediate water quality (with localized water purity polishing in the lab, rather than building-wide), facility-wide piped services do not include gases that can be cost-effectively provided locally via canisters, and glass-wash facilities are consolidated -- typically, one glass-wash facility for an entire laboratory building.

Finally, our design philosophy leans toward generic, modular laboratories supported by a robust building infrastructure, rather than highly customized spaces with limited capacity to make later changes. This is an important tradeoff. Although some post-occupancy expenses may be necessary to “fine-tune” a laboratory to a PI’s requirements, building infrastructure elements – typically oversized twenty percent, including HVAC supply ducts, exhaust system capacity, emergency generator capacity, and electric risers and service capacity – seldom limit the ability to modify labs to meet researcher needs.

### Structural and Foundation Systems

For both cost-benefit reasons and past seismic performance, UC Irvine favors concrete shear wall or steel braced-frame structural systems. The correlating foundation systems depend on site-specific soil conditions. Past problems with undiscovered substrates and uncharacterized soil conditions are minimized through extensive, pre-design soil-testing. This minimizes risk to both the University and the design/build contractor.

When feasible, design/build contractors are allowed flexibility to propose alternate structural or seismic-force systems. All structural system designs must pass a peer-review, according to Regents’ policy. This process results in conservative structural design, and an associated cost premium. However, the seismic performance of University of California buildings constructed since this policy went into effect in 1975 appears to substantiate the value of the Regents’ Seismic Review Policy.

Structural vibration is carefully specified in research buildings where vibration-sensitive protocols and conditions must be maintained on above-grade floors. The most cost-effective tools to control vibration are generally employed: first, to program vibration-sensitive procedures at on-grade locations or to isolate them at the bench; second, to space columns at a distance that does not entail excessive structural costs. In laboratory
buildings we typically utilize 22 ft. X 22 ft. column-spacing. Conversely, where vibration is not problematic a beam/column system can be cost-optimized and lighter floor loading can be tolerated. Design/build contractors are, accordingly, allowed more flexibility under such conditions.

To control costs, UC Irvine avoids use of moment-resisting structures; unconventional seismic systems; non-standard structural dimensions; inconsistent, unconventional, or non-stacking structural modules; and non-standard means and methods.

**Building Mechanical Systems**

Over the past decade, UC Irvine’s new buildings have been designed to out-perform California’s Title 24 (energy code) by at least 20 percent. However, sharply escalating, unfunded energy costs and The Regents’ new Green Building Policy (adopted June 2003) point to the need to achieve 30-40 percent savings (with reference to Title 24) in the future. This represents an enormous challenge.

In order to approach 30 percent energy savings in wet laboratories, it will be necessary to install a type of low-flow, efficient fume hood that is certified for use in all states except California. UC Irvine technical staff are playing a leadership role in UC’s bid to gain CalOSHA certification of an energy-efficient fume hood. Moreover, laboratory refrigeration equipment will need to attain the kinds of energy-efficiency improvements realized by “Energy Star” residential refrigerators over the past decade. Air exchange-rates in laboratories will need to be reduced, especially during unoccupied hours (using occupancy-sensors), and laboratories will need to employ best-practice mechanical system design features being developed by the DOE/LBNL Labs 21 project (affirmed in the Regents’ new Green Building Policy).

Non-laboratory buildings will need to move beyond current energy design practices to incorporate such features as daylight-sensors for lighting control, higher-performance glazing systems, and transoms above office doors to improve natural ventilation in conjunction with operable windows. All of these measures and design features will add costs, although fossil fuel emissions and the campus’ utility deficit will benefit, consistent with the Regents’ intent as codified in their new Green Building Policy.

Energy-efficient mechanical systems entail a significant cost premium that the campus pays for using savings derived elsewhere throughout the project. These higher costs include premium-efficiency materials and components; increased duct, plenum, fan housing, and filter sizes to slow HVAC airspeeds (a primary factor in reducing HVAC energy consumption and operating costs); increased building volumes in terms of riser sizes, mechanical room sizes, and above-ceiling volume as needed for oversize HVAC distribution components; sophisticated, computer-based (digital) controls; and multiple, smaller, (typically) occupancy-controlled HVAC zones for control and efficiency. This
is just a sampling of the energy-efficiency design practices we employ. In addition, many macro-scale efficiencies are realized at the Central Plant, and we intend to “count” these in documenting our progress toward the Regents’ Green Building Policy.

Other design objectives apply to laboratory mechanical systems, in particular. Safety is of paramount concern. Reliability and robustness are important to a first-rate research infrastructure. Avoidance of major maintenance for at least twenty years is necessary, given the University’s backlog of deferred maintenance, its underfunded routine maintenance, and its complete absence of funding for major and deferred maintenance. In addition to specifying premium-quality mechanical equipment, we typically install a weather-protection canopy over roof-mounted equipment, which adds years to the useful life of such equipment (even if it is rated for outdoor use).

Another important dimension of mechanical system “robustness” is the extra 20 percent capacity that is typically designed into primary, core distribution systems and risers. This enables future modifications without replacing or up-sizing risers, fans, conduits, and mechanical rooms. In other words, the elements that are practically impossible to expand later are intentionally oversized, while easy-to-add items, such as branch ducts and circuits, are not oversized.

**Roofs and Flashings**

UC Irvine specifies 20 year roofing systems and stainless steel or copper flashings whenever possible. At minimum, we specify hot-dip galvanized flashings.

Why this emphasis on flashings? Our roof replacement projects typically double in cost when the old roofing is torn off and it is determined that the flashings have deteriorated. Moreover, many roof leaks of recent years have been due to faulty flashings, rather than roofing membranes or coatings, per se. Saving money on flashings is false economy.

Another special roofing expense we may have to incur in order to attain the Regents’ Green Building Policy is that of reflective roofing. It is too early to understand the potential cost impact.

**Site Development**

In accord with the design goal to “create a place,” most UC Irvine projects include exterior landscape and “hardscape” elements such as plazas, walkways, seat walls and retaining walls, site lighting, and landscape materials that extend all the way to neighboring buildings. Since there is no capital budget for site development, per se, a new building project provides the “now or never” opportunity to fund site improvements.
We prefer to use interlocking, heavy-duty, concrete pavers rather than a poured monolithic material for walkways and plazas, for two reasons: aesthetics and cost. The latter reason centers around long-term costs, as pavers initially cost more than asphalt or concrete. However, pavers cost less on a life-cycle basis, because in a growing research campus practically every walking surface -- particularly near the Ring Mall -- will need to be excavated in order to install new utilities or to fix underground utilities problems. When pavers are involved, the patch is invisible once the job is completed; moreover, the materials are re-used, which is environmentally responsible.

UC Irvine uses reclaimed water for landscape irrigation, and landscape materials are specified in accord with the UC Irvine “Green & Gold Plan.” These practices have been in effect for nearly a decade, and are consistent with The Regents’ new Green Building Policy. Site lighting is provided by concealed-source fixtures, consistent with green building standards. Projects’ site development costs include extension of utilities to the project as well as infrastructure capacity upgrades necessary to support a new building. Occasionally these infrastructure constraints are unforeseen at the time of project design, since the campus has not completed an infrastructure engineering master-plan.

During the past decade, practically every new building included a major public plaza. Most buildings constructed during the prior decade did not include extensive site development. However, now that we have constructed the Social Sciences Plaza, the Humanities Plaza, several new hardscape areas in the Biological and Physical Sciences, the new Engineering/ICS Plaza, and the new lower Gateway Plaza (near the Main Library), it may not be necessary to include extensive hardscape in upcoming capital projects. This budgetary shift, accordingly, may help enable us to address the costs stemming from the Regents’ new Green Building Policy.

**Exterior Cladding and Interior Finishes**

Buildings completed during the past ten years use notably different exterior materials than those completed during the 1980s. Due to stringent capital budgets, many of the 1980s projects used exterior stucco cladding (including Social Ecology, GSM, the Science Library, Physical Sciences Annex, ICS/Engineering Research Facility, and Computer Science/Engineering). Buildings completed since 1993 are clad with masonry, poured-in-place concrete, and other permanent materials that do not require initial or periodic painting and patching. Exterior plaster (stucco) is now used only as a surface coating over a masonry substrate (as distinct from a lightweight stucco system), except for housing projects, where it is used in combination with generous eave overhangs and ample expansion joints.

Buildings completed over the past ten years have used high-performance glass on sun-exposed elevations, typically specified for a high ratio (~1.5) of visible light transmittance to shading coefficient. (This maximizes useful daylight relative to
unwanted solar gain.) High-performance glass is our first line of defense -- by keeping solar heat gain out of buildings at the point-of-entry -- and a key tool in achieving our energy-efficiency objective for new buildings. Our buildings use generous amounts of north-facing glass for day-lighting. Well-detailed curtainwall window systems are readily used where cost-effective (e.g., office windows of Gillespie Hall, Sprague Hall).

Exterior materials and their application in recent buildings are consistent with a campus design philosophy that has been affirmed by Regents, Office of the President staff, Presidents Peltason and Atkinson, and by many members of the UC Irvine campus community. “Classical contextual architecture” derives partly from building forms and detailing, and partly from the consistent use of materials that reinforce a feeling of permanence and quality -- architecture that is “institutional” in the best sense of that term.

Interior finishes are typically conventional and employ standard materials, detailing, and means and methods of construction in order to control building costs. Durability is an important goal that leads to such features as quality hardware (e.g., locksets); corner-guards, plasticized coatings, chair-rails, and wall coverings in heavily trafficked corridors; full-height ceramic tile on restroom plumbing walls; welded door jambs; and institutional quality doors and hinges. We provide more acoustical isolation between adjacent offices than is conventional, and more bedroom and bath sound isolation in residential facilities (although we specify generic acoustical finishes and materials rather than specialized products). New classroom designs apply an extensive set of design standards and criteria in order to attain excellent seeing and hearing conditions as well as modern instructional resources (a good example is the Humanities Lecture Hall).

Sustainable Design

The Regents’ Green Building Policy is consistent with many practices put into effect at UC Irvine during the past decade, which gives the campus a “head start” toward attaining the policy’s goal of “silver” certification based on the sustainability standards of the U.S. Green Building Council. Despite this advantage, a definite, un-funded capital cost increment will be required in order to attain the Regents’ policy.

While it is too early to understand with certainty what features will be needed, and their incremental and aggregate costs, we believe that a sharp improvement in energy-efficiency will be required in order to attain the new policy, as discussed above. In addition, we will likely install reclaimed water and/or waterless urinals in high-usage restrooms, include a number of on-site and off-site stormwater treatment components, install a men’s and women’s shower stall in each academic quad for bicyclists, require specified percentages of recycled and rapidly-renewable content in building materials, require recycling of a specified percentage of the construction waste-stream, install more user-operable windows, employ means to increase daylighting of interior spaces, and enforce a number of indoor air quality protocols and tests.
UC Irvine has been a leader in designing buildings for energy-efficiency and sustainability, and we intend to maintain this reputation.

Attachment A compares UC Irvine campus standards with standards typical for high quality office and R&D space in the local commercial real estate market. Cost vs. lifespan comparisons are provided for items that are typically proposed, but rejected, in value-engineering. The reasons are evident from the “Deltas” column in Attachment A.

**Priorities and Trade-Offs**

UC Irvine’s building designs intentionally trade-off particular design decisions and the associated costs in order to achieve stated performance goals and quality standards. These goals and standards would not be attainable within established capital budgets without rigorous cost-control in the areas targeted for intentional trade-offs.

This entire decision-making system and its precepts warrant review, fine-tuning, and affirmation in order to assure that capital investment decisions are cost-effective, both initially and on a life-cycle basis. Incidentally, this is not only sound campus policy, but also an inherent part of the Regents’ Green Building Policy.
To review, current practices and standards applied to new building designs at UC Irvine aim to effect the shifts in costs and quality summarized in the following table. There is no way to realize the benefits in the right-hand column without the cost-control strategies summarized in the left-hand column:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost-Control and Savings Strategies</th>
<th>Areas Into Which Savings are Redirected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Building ratios for floorplates, exterior “skin,” etc. (page 2).</td>
<td>Regents’ Green Building Policy requirements and UCI energy-efficiency objectives (pages 5, 8). In particular:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost-effective architectural detailing and articulation strategies (page 2).</td>
<td>• Reduced energy consumption and utilities expense (page 5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consolidation/separation of non-laboratory functions into adjoined structure (pages 2, 3).</td>
<td>• Low life-cycle costs (pages 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portfolio of cost-effective laboratory design practices (pages 3, 4).</td>
<td>• Durable hardware and interior finishes (pages 7, 8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generic, modular approach to laboratory design (page 4).</td>
<td>• Glazing that provides generous daylighting with high solar-gain performance (page 7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conventional structural, seismic, and foundation systems (page 4).</td>
<td>• Small, occupancy-controlled HVAC zones for comfort as well as efficiency (page 5).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Close column-spacing in laboratory structures and cost-effective approaches to vibration-control (page 4).</td>
<td>• Additional measures needed to attain 30% energy savings required by Regents’ new policy (page 5).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exterior stairways.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoidance of custom-fabricated, exotic, specialized materials (pages 4, 7, 8).</td>
<td>Robust laboratory core infrastructure systems to support inexpensive future modification and flexibility (pages 4, 6).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conventional interior finishes (page 8).</td>
<td>Durable materials and system quality to avoid major maintenance expenses for 20 years (pages 1, 6).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generic acoustical materials (page 8).</td>
<td>Quality exterior cladding systems (page 7).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future possibility: Reduced hardscape (page 7).</td>
<td>High quality teaching spaces (page 8).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curtain-wall window systems (page 8).</td>
<td>Flashings (page 6).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operable office windows (pages 3, 5, 8).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quality hardscape and landscape features (page 6).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sound-isolation (e.g., between offices) (page 8).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weather-protection canopy to extend life of roof-mounted equipment (page 6).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The priorities, trade-offs, and underlying assumptions inherent in the table above should be discussed, understood, and adjusted or reaffirmed periodically in order to ensure that the University’s construction standards are appropriate and that the capital program remains cost-efficient and responsive to academic needs and priorities. And these standards and quality criteria need to be understood in order to arrive at valid cost comparisons.
# Attachment A

## Campus Standards Versus Commercial Standards

### Cost vs. Lifespan Comparison for Items Frequently Proposed, but Not Selected, in Value Engineering

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component Group</th>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Good Commercial</th>
<th>UCI Campus Standard</th>
<th>Cost Difference</th>
<th>Estimated Lifespan in Years</th>
<th>Deltas</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>HVAC</strong></td>
<td>HVAC</td>
<td>Good Commercial</td>
<td>UCI Campus Standard</td>
<td>Cost Difference</td>
<td>Good Commercial</td>
<td>UCI Campus Standard</td>
<td>Cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air-Handlers</td>
<td></td>
<td>$2.50/CFM</td>
<td>$4/CFM</td>
<td>$1.50/CFM</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reheat Coils</td>
<td>Aluminum</td>
<td>Copper</td>
<td>$0.36/CFM</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>130%</td>
<td>167%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exhaust Duct</td>
<td>Galvanized</td>
<td>Stainless</td>
<td>$3/lb</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roofing</td>
<td>Roof Warranty</td>
<td>10 year</td>
<td>20 year</td>
<td>$0.75/SF (for a $7/SF installation)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flashings</td>
<td>Galvanized</td>
<td>Stainless</td>
<td>$3.10/SF</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>200%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Door Hardware*</td>
<td>Grade 2</td>
<td>$250 (installed)</td>
<td>Grade 1</td>
<td>$150</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Panic Hardware</td>
<td>$1,000 (installed)</td>
<td>$1,500 (installed)</td>
<td>$500</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plumbing</td>
<td>Lavatory Faucets</td>
<td>$125 (installed)</td>
<td>$290 (installed)</td>
<td>$165</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>132%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Based on this evaluation, standards were reduced for door jambs, as follows:

Old standard: Welded jambs
New Standard:
  A. Permanent doors, e.g., stairwells and restrooms: welded jambs
  B. Other doors that might be relocated within 25 years: knock-down jambs